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Motivation
 Colorado Voter-Initiated Renewable Portfolio Standard

(Amendment 37 [2004])
 3% by 2007
 7% by 2011
 10% by 2015

 4% from solar
 Revised Executive-Order RPS (2007)

 20% by 2020
 4% from solar

 10% by 2020 for MUNI’s and REA’s
 Current wind development (source: AWEA):

 366 MW online
 700 MW under construction

 What will this new intermittent wind and solarWhat will this new intermittent wind and solar
generation do to the grid?generation do to the grid?
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CAES Technology
 Hybrid Generation/Storage System

 Off-peak electricity used to pump air into cavern
 Pressure roughly 500 psi empty, 1200 psi full

 Energy recaptured by expanding through
turbine, mixing with natural gas, and firing in
gas turbine

 1 kWh on-demand electricity output
requires:
 0.7 to 0.8 kWh off-peak electricity
 4100-4500 Btu natural gas

 Allows for peaking generation
 Cold start to full load in ~10 minutes
 High ramp rate
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Reasons for Choosing CAES

 High power, high energy storage system
 Only pumped hydro can compete at these

magnitudes of power and energy
 Compared to PHES, CAES has:

 Lower cost
 Smaller visible footprint
 Does not impact water
 Easier to site a location
 Not as efficient
 Not a pure storage system – gas is used

 CAES is a modified gas turbine, so it
integrates easily with peaking gas turbines
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CAES Efficiency
 CAES is a hybrid storage/generation system, making

round trip efficiency difficult to calculate
 1 kWh = 0.75 kWh + 4300 Btu

 Electric only:
 η = 1 kWh / 0.75 kWh = 133%

 Energy is equal (1 kWh = 3413 Btu):
 4300 Btu = 1.26 kWh
 η = 1 kWh / (0.75 + 1.26) kWh = 50%

 Assume gas is burned in conventional natural gas
turbine (11,000 Btu -> 1 kWh):
 4300 Btu -> 0.39 kWh
 η = 1 kWh / (0.75 + 0.39) kWh = 88%

 Exact efficiency number are less important thanExact efficiency number are less important than
understanding gas and off-peak electricity usageunderstanding gas and off-peak electricity usage
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CAES Plant Sites

 CAES can use various geological formations
for the storage reservoir:
 Salt dome
 Aquifer
 Hard Rock mine

 In Colorado, the following geologic
formations may be suitable for CAES:
 Salt domes is SW CO, possibly SE CO
 Abandoned hard rock mines (many locations)
 Aquifer locations

 This is only a sampling of sites in COThis is only a sampling of sites in CO
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Georgetown Site

 Clear Creek Power, LLC is developing a
wind turbine site
 Mountain location (turbines at 11,000’)
 Company owns retired gold and silver mine

directly beneath wind site
 Interested in using mine for CAES to sell wind

power at peak rates

 CCP provided wind data and support to
model a wind integrated CAES plant

 Significant additional study of the mine is
needed to determine if it is has suitable
integrity to hold CAES air pressures
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Sample CAES Locations in CO
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Wind/CAES Modeling

 Financial model to determine profitability of
CAES integrated directly with a wind plant
 Inputs:

 Wind data
 Hourly electricity cost

 Optimizes:
 Maximum cost at which energy is stored
 Minimum cost at which energy is sold from

storage
 Outputs:

 Revenue from Wind/CAES system
 Comparison to selling wind without storage
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Hourly Cost Data

$0.035All times

Wind flat rate

$0.06211:00$0.08211:00

$0.07210:00$0.07710:00

$0.0839:00$0.0719:00

$0.0838:00$0.0688:00

$0.0947:00$0.0617:00

$0.1046:00$0.0546:00

$0.1055:00$0.0435:00

$0.1094:00$0.0434:00

$0.1063:00$0.0323:00

$0.1032:00$0.0332:00

$0.0881:00$0.0341:00

$0.08612:00 PM$0.03712:00 AM

Wind/CAES dispatchable rates
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Georgetown (CCP) Model

 One wind site
 Company owns wind and storage

 Sells peak power directly to utility

 Modeling parameters:

0.000117 lbs/Btu gasCO2 Production

$6.00/MMBtuNatural Gas Price

4300 Btu/kWhCAES Gas Ratio

1.25CAES Eout/Ein Ratio

525 MWhStorage reservoir maximum capacity

55 MWWind turbine installed capacity
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Georgetown Model Results
 Optimization results:

0.1957Annual revenue / capital cost

~5.1 yearsSimple payback period

$35,000,000CAES plant cost ($700/kW)

$6,850,000Annual CAES value added

$4,977,000Annual wind only revenue

$11,827,000Annual wind/CAES revenue

 Economic results:

50 MWStorage sell rate

$0.0880Minimum storage sell price

$0.0823Maximum storage price
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Multiple Site Model

 Five wind sites:
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Five Site Model Parameters

 5 wind sites in Eastern Colorado
 200 MW at each site

 One CAES site
 1,000 MW, 10,000 MWh

 Same cost data as previous model

0.000117 lbs/Btu gasCO2 Production

$6.00/MMBtuNatural Gas Price

4300 Btu/kWhCAES Gas Ratio

1.25CAES Eout/Ein Ratio

10000 MWhStorage reservoir maximum capacity

1000 MWWind turbine installed capacity
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Five Site Model Results
 Optimization results:

0.2176Annual revenue / capital cost

~4.6 yearsSimple payback period

$700,000,000CAES plant cost ($700/kW)

$152,320,000Annual CAES value added

$108,040,000Annual wind only revenue

$260,360,000Annual wind/CAES revenue

 Economic results:

1000 MWStorage sell rate

$0.0906Minimum storage sell price

$0.0831Maximum storage price
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Modeling Analysis

 Model intends to show what can be gained
by adding storage to existing or developing
renewable generation

 Both models show reasonable payback
period for CAES capital expense

 Cost data can be easily manipulated by a
future user of this tool

 This tool is much more powerful if used by
a utility or wind developer with their own
cost data
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Conclusions

 Modeling shows that CAES can help shape
wind power to meet peak load demand
 Models show that this can be profitable to a

CAES developer

 Significant geologic study is required to
identify good CAES locations

 Colorado is installing new renewableColorado is installing new renewable
generation at a rapid rate; installing ageneration at a rapid rate; installing a
CAES plant would be a major step inCAES plant would be a major step in
mitigating the intermittency issuesmitigating the intermittency issues
associated with this new generationassociated with this new generation
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Future Work

 Geology
 Site identification
 Site-specific analysis

 More accurate cost data
 Utility could put their data into this

model

 System-wide integration model
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Questions?


